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Highlights 
1. FSB consults on its evaluation report of TBTF reforms and issues statement on the impact of the COVID                  

crisis on the global benchmark reform 

2. BCBS updates its AML/CFT guidelines on supervisory cooperation 

3. ECB consults on its supervisory approach on consolidation 

4. EBA consults on its report on the application of BRRD’s Early Intervention Measures 

5. UK’s Climate Financial Risk Forum publishes its guide to address climate-related financial risks 

 

GLOBAL 

▰ FSB consults on its evaluation report of TBTF reforms 
The report finds that TBTF reforms have made banks more resilient and resolvable, with benefits outweighing the                 
costs for society. But there are gaps that need to be addressed (on resolvability and disclosure). Deadline: Sep 30.  

▰ BCBS updates its AML/CFT guidelines on supervisory cooperation 
It issues the updated version of its guidelines on sound management of risks related to money laundering and                  
financing of terrorism with guides on the interaction and cooperation between prudential and AML/CFT supervisors. 

▰ FSB issues statement on the impact of COVID-19 on global benchmark reform 
It recognizes that some aspects of firms’ transition plans are likely to be temporarily delayed, while others would                  
continue. It will publish a report later this month identifying remaining challenges to benchmark transition.  

▰ ISDA issues EU benchmarks regulation review recommendations 
Proposals are aimed at maintaining the intended protections of the BMR but reducing the potential for uncertainty                 
and disruption and preventing EU investors from being put at a competitive disadvantage versus non-EU entities. 

▰ IOSCO publishes Good Practices on processes for deference 
It contains a series of 11 good practices on processes for deference to assist regulatory authorities in mitigating the                   
risk of unintended, regulatory-driven market fragmentation and to strengthen international cooperation. 
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https://www.fsb.org/2020/06/fsb-evaluation-finds-too-big-to-fail-reforms-made-banks-more-resilient-and-resolvable-but-gaps-need-to-be-addressed-2/
https://www.bis.org/press/p200702.htm
https://www.fsb.org/2020/07/fsb-statement-on-the-impact-of-covid-19-on-global-benchmark-reform/
https://www.isda.org/2020/06/29/isda-asifma-fia-and-gfxd-publish-eu-benchmarks-regulation-review-recommendations/
https://www.isda.org/2020/06/29/isda-asifma-fia-and-gfxd-publish-eu-benchmarks-regulation-review-recommendations/
https://www.iosco.org/news/pdf/IOSCONEWS572.pdf


 
EUROPE 

▰ ECB consults on supervisory approach on consolidation 
Clarifies the use of supervisory tools to facilitate sustainable consolidation projects and specifies that the ECB will                 
not penalize credible integration plans with higher capital requirements. Deadline: Oct 1, 2020. 

▰ EBA consults on its report on the application of BRRD’s Early Intervention Measures 
The report seeks to enhance BRRD crisis management tools available for competent authorities in addition to                
widely used supervisory powers laid down in the CRD and the SSMR. Deadline: Sep 25. 

▰ EBA issues final guidelines on the treatment of structural FX positions  
It seeks to establish a harmonized framework for the application of the structural FX waiver, which will allow its                   
consistent application going forward. Effective date: Jan 1, 2022. 

▰ EBA and ESMA issue response to EC’s consultation on a new Digital Finance Strategy 
EBA expresses its commitment on securing technology neutrality in regulatory and supervisory approaches and              
strongly supports the EC’s initiative. ESMA defends cooperation around financial innovation in the EU is key to                 
remove fragmentation. Both agencies are ready to play their role to optimise the Single Market for digital Finance. 

▰ SRB issues its 2019 report 
It details its activities to: i) strengthen banks’ resolvability, ii) foster a robust resolution framework, iii) prepare and                  
carry out effective crisis management, iv) operationalize the SRF and v) establish a lean and efficient organization.  

 

SPAIN 

▰ CNMV approves the reform of the Good Governance Code for listed companies 
It updates recommendations of the Code, focusing on: more presence of women in boards of directors, more                 
relevance of non-financial information and sustainability, attention to non-financial risks, and clarifications on Board              
members’ remuneration. 

▰ MinEco approves a new guarantee scheme to encourage new investments by self-employed and SMEs 

It seeks to support new investment projects and boost investment in environmental sustainability and digitisation,               
while maintaining the public-private partnership model, and the adoption and management procedure. 

 

UNITED KINGDOM 

▰ PRA issues report on Covid-19 regulatory reporting and disclosure amendments  
It outlines its revised approach to regulatory reporting and Pillar 3 disclosure for PRA-regulated banks in response                 
to the Covid-19 outbreak.Going forward it expectis on time submission for future regulatory reporting. 
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https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2020/html/ssm.pr200701~3a15b9f8b1.en.html
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-launches-discussion-further-enhancing-supervisory-powers-competent-authorities
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-publishes-final-guidelines-treatment-structural-fx-positions
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-supports-commission%E2%80%99s-proposal-new-digital-finance-strategy-europe
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-responds-european-commission-consultation-digital-finance-strategy
https://srb.europa.eu/en/node/1031
http://www.cnmv.es/portal/verDoc.axd?t=%7B4ce49c19-170e-4e3d-beba-e42bfad1a8d7%7D
https://www.mineco.gob.es/portal/site/mineco/menuitem.ac30f9268750bd56a0b0240e026041a0/?vgnextoid=63327c3ac9313710VgnVCM1000001d04140aRCRD&vgnextchannel=864e154527515310VgnVCM1000001d04140aRCRD
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/statement-covid19-regulatory-reporting-and-disclosure-amendments


 
▰ Climate Financial Risk Forum publishes its guide to address climate-related financial risks 
It is the first of its kind. It is written by industry for industry to help firms and provides practical recommendations.                     
The objective is to help understand the risks and how to integrate these risks. 

▰ PRA consults on its proposed approach to the publication of technical information under Solvency II 
Proposes to adopt the same methodologies as EIOPA, with limited exceptions. Also includes criteria to determine                
relevant currencies to publish and the approach to determine VA reference portfolio. Deadline: Sep 30, 2020. 

▰ FCA consults on pensions value for money 
It includes proposals designed to better assess value for pension scheme members and promote value for money                 
for the members of workplace personal pension schemes. Deadline: Sep 24, 2020. 

 

UNITED STATES 

▰ FRB releases new term sheet for the Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility 
The new term sheet adds more information and the pricing, which will be issuer-specific and informed by market                  
conditions. Prices are also subject to min. and max. spreads over comparable maturity Treasury securities. 

▰ Agencies issue information for next resolution plans to largest firms 
It provides information to the eight largest and most complex domestic banking organizations that will guide their                 
next resolution plans (firm’s strategy for rapid and orderly resolution in bankruptcy), which are due by July 1, 2021. 

▰ FDIC issues rule on permissible interest on transferred loans 
It codifies the agency’s longstanding guidance that the valid interest rate for a loan is determined when the loan is                    
made (not affected by subsequent sales or transfers), reaffirming the “valid when made” doctrine 

▰ OCC issues reports on key risks for federal banking system and 1Q20 bank trading revenue 
The report includes the negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the federal banking industry and the                 
decrease of trading revenues of U.S. commercial banks and federal saving associations. 

▰ CFTC approves two final rules and consults on two proposed rules 
It approves final rules on swap execution facilities and swap clearing requirements, and proposes rules on                
electronic trading risk principles and margin requirements for uncleared swaps. Deadline: 60 days after publication               
in the Federal Register. 

▰ Agencies consult on proposed revisions to Interagency Q&A on Flood Insurance 
It incorporates new Q&As on the escrow of flood insurance premiums; exemption to the mandatory purchase of                 
flood insurance requirements; and force-placement procedures. Deadline: 60 days after publication in the Federal              
Register. 
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https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2020/June/the-cfrf-publishes-guide-to-help-financial-industry-address-climate-related-financial-risks
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/solvency-ii-technical-information
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-announces-pensions-value-money-consultation
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20200629a.htm
https://www.fdic.gov/news/press-releases/2020/pr20080.html
https://www.fdic.gov/news/press-releases/2020/pr20074.html
https://www.occ.gov/news-issuances/news-releases/2020/nr-occ-2020-86.html
https://www.occ.gov/news-issuances/news-releases/2020/nr-occ-2020-85.html
https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/8188-20
https://www.fdic.gov/news/press-releases/2020/pr20077.html


 
▰ FDIC and OCC issue the results for CRA compliance evaluations 
They contain the ratings of banks and savings institutions evaluated under the CRA during June 2020 and April                  
2020, respectively (OCC and FDIC). 

▰ CFPB consults on proposed rule on escrow exemptions for certain high-priced mortgage loans 

It amends Regulation Z to provide a new exemption available to certain insured depository institutions and insured                 
credit unions from the requirement to establish escrow accounts for certain higher-priced mortgage loans.              
Deadline: 60 days after publication in the Federal Register. 

 

Recent publications of interest (in English and Spanish): 

▰ Press Article. The Coronavirus: an unexpected ally of digitization. June 2020. 

▰ Press Article. European action plan AML & FT. June 2020. 

▰ Press Article. The sustainable opportunity brought by the Covid-19. May 2020. 

▰ Press Article. The unknowns of the financial transactions tax. March 2020. 
 

Previous edition of our Weekly Financial Regulation Update in English 
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https://www.occ.gov/news-issuances/news-releases/2020/nr-occ-2020-88.html
https://www.fdic.gov/news/press-releases/2020/pr20081.html
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-issues-proposed-rule-escrow-exemptions-high-priced-mortgage-loans/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SJ4oh2vp0g8IurMpaNyY5sdTInMLmC-be_YLCGUWhok/edit#
https://www.bbva.com/es/opinion/plan-de-accion-europeo-contra-el-blanqueo-de-capitales-y-la-financiacion-del-terrorismo/
https://cincodias.elpais.com/cincodias/2020/05/28/opinion/1590682627_355375.html
https://www.bbva.com/es/opinion/las-incognitas-del-impuesto-a-las-transacciones-financieras/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/financial-regulation-weekly-update-26-june-2020/


 
DISCLAIMER 

This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department. It is provided for information purposes only and                 
expresses data, opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained                  
from or based on sources we consider to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA.                  
Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit, regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness. 

Any estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies              
and should be considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are                  
no guarantee of future performance. 

This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the                  
economic context or market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of                  
such changes. 

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its                     
contents. 

This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into                   
any interest in financial assets or instruments. Nor shall this document or its contents form the basis of any                   
contract, commitment or decision of any kind. 

With regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers                
should be aware that under no circumstances should they base their investment decisions on the information                
contained in this document. Those persons or entities offering investment products to these potential investors are                
legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an appropriate investment decision. 

The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. Reproduction, transformation, distribution,              
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or                
process is prohibited, except in cases where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA. 
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